Students Start Homeward As Classes End Tomorrow

All-Campus Sing This Evening 7:30 In Front Of Ad Building

Familiar Sight-Winterized

"Everyman" Ends Shakespeare Play Scheduled Next

"Everyman" ended Thursday after five performances. The play was presented in the Student Auditorium, and all students were free to attend.

Starry Night By Vandalesers

Wolfgang Johnson will direct the twenty students in the play, and the group will appear in the Student Auditorium tonight. The play will be presented in the Student Auditorium, and all students are invited to attend.

Foreign Student Hospitable At Dinner

Thirty-five University foreign students and guests were honored at a dinner Tuesday evening in the Students’ Association of the University of Idaho. The guests were from various countries and the evening was a great success.

Vandalesers Broadcast Christmas Eve Program

By Sheila Jensen

For the first time in Idaho radio history, "Christmas in Idaho" will be broadcast by the Vandalesers on Christmas Eve. The program will feature a variety of music and guests from all over the state.

Seasons’ Greetings To the Students and Faculty of the University of Idaho: A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

The Vandalesers wish all of their listeners a very happy and prosperous New Year.

KUOI Will Present Yuletime Program

KUOI will broadcast a Yuletime program beginning at 7:30 tonight.

Annual Banquet Held By Lawyers

Lawyers will hold their annual banquet at 7:30 p.m. on December 21st.

Flying Club Plans In Flight Training

The University of Idaho will offer training for prospective pilots in the Flying Club.

Student Roads Report In All Parts Of State; Vacation Over January 5

The University of Idaho will hold a special meeting for all students to discuss the upcoming vacation period.

First Student Plans Fall School Trip

The first student plans for a fall school trip will be announced at the next meeting of the Student Council.

Weather Conditions

In Idaho, weather conditions are expected to improve with temperatures rising to the low 40s.

Construction Bids Will Be Accepted This Afternoon

Bids for the construction of a new building for the Idaho State College will be accepted this afternoon.

Merry Christmas and A Happy Holiday Season
Old Man Winter Cloaks University of Idaho Campus In White

The familiar sight of snow-covered peaks and leaves around Old Main hall is well illustrated by the work of winter weather on the Idaho campus. Old Main is the home of the university's traditional living groups on campus. Girls living here share not only their lives but the work.

On their way to "voter" duties, Christmas carols ring out for a white, the Alumnae Muses break lightly as they come over the icy steps in front of their homes.

Neatly dressed in white, the Bethel Glee club welcomes a crowd to the home of the university's traditional living groups. Built in the 1800s, the Bethel house reflects the simplicity and originality of its original builders.

The Class of 1910 erected the orchestra of Carrots Cook was the first to move into their homes. Over 120 couples adorned Mennonist arms on the skis of the skiers, which obtained the ski club's facilities. The traditional secretary selected and selected of the Holly queen preceded the musical finale.

A fireplace and an unadorned Christmas tree were found in the Founden Hall living room. Hosted by the Christmas crew, many women entertained guests at Founden and dinners throughout the season.

Boys from the Alumnae Home and Terry Carson, Alpha Chi, is putting the final touches on the woman's carriage. A 30-foot snowdrift over the weekend brought in to enjoy the crisp air and spirit of winter's first appearance on campus.

Carrots Cook was selected as the theme for the Holly Queen. Clara Maynard, Alpha Chi, was selected from Misses Cook as the theme for the Holly Queen. Clara Maynard, Alpha Chi, was selected from more candidates by members of all campus men's living groups.

Looking from the third story building, an observer can see the winter view of the Engineering building. This structure is providing beautiful views of the university's engineering department for the last two years. Now in the process of construction, it is an addition to the university's engineering laboratories and other modern engineering classrooms. This old building is one of the oldest structures now being used actively in the campus.
Cowboys Stampeded; Beat Idaho Twice

Vandals In Slump Play Iowa Tonight

Wymyung university's Cowboys, making a strong bid for a national basketball power status, take on Idaho's Vandals tonight in one of their toughest last weekend at La Crosse. To date the Cowboys have won six of eight games, leading by Myron Young and Utah. They have scored better than 50 points in each of their last three games. The Vandals, in playing in Iowa, will rely on Alex Jones and Jack Steadman, who are averaging more than 15 points per game. The Cowboys have the advantage in height, with Jones being 6' 9" and Steadman 6' 10".

Basketball Favorite Sport

"Basketball is my favorite sport," said the man who is depicted in the picture. "I enjoy the quick pace, the strategic plays, and the physical nature of the game. It's a game that requires a lot of teamwork and individual skill."

Idaho Vs. Huskies In Season Opener

Conference season for the University of Idaho basketball teams begins tonight. The game is scheduled to start at 8 p.m. PST. Despite the fact that the game was scheduled for tomorrow, the Vandals are expected to have an advantage in home court. The Vandals have won five of their last six games.

Inter-Squad Swim

In the second inter-squad match this season, Captain Earl Young's team took the lead with a high scoring victory. Captain Bob Johnson's team scored 110 points in 50 minutes, while Captain Bob Johnson's team scored 80 points in 50 minutes.

Idaho's Final Score?

In the final score, Idaho's team scored 130 points, while the opposing team scored 70 points.

Idaho's Favorite Player?

The favorite player among Idaho's team is Captain Bob Johnson. He is known for his high scoring abilities and his leadership on and off the court.

Idaho's Best Season?

Idaho's best season was in the 1930s, when they won three national championships. The team was led by Captain Bob Johnson and other talented players such as Captain Earl Young and Captain Bob Johnson.

Idaho's Future?

Idaho's future looks promising. With a strong team and a good coach, they have a good chance of winning more championships in the future.
Seasons Greetings.

From

The Merchants of "Your Christmas City"

Moscow

HODGINS DRUG
BEN FRANKLIN STORES
SCOTT'S FLOWER & GIFT SHOP
JOHNSON'S HARDWARE
GEM SHOP
CORNER DRUG & JEWELRY
HUG BURGESS
NOBBY INN
VARSITY CAFE
MOSCOW MAJORS
THOMPSONS
MURPHY'S

MOSCOW FLORISTS
ROWE JEWELRY
PAPER HOUSE
STERNE'S STUDIO
G & H SHOP
B & K HUTEL
MOSCOW MODEL
FRANCIS CORPORS
MAC'S FURNITURE
SPIC 'N SPAN CLEANERS
CARTER'S DRUG
UNIVERSITY PHARMACY
MOSCOW ELECTRIC

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO THE STUDENTS AND FACULTY

JOHNNIE'S

25th Week

BY

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

Candelas, a Pre-Law major, received his Bachelor of Arts degree from Washington State College last June. Affiliated with the Gulf of California's Sutler, he served as Senter for the Signal Corps during his brief period. The wedding will take place in his home town of Moscow.

D. BRUT

20th Week

BY

JOHNNIE'S

1949

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1949

Numerous Campus Events During Christmas Week

Sunday evening before vacation. Elected with holiday Sunday, Wednesday and Christmas Fiesta, was held Friday evening, November 27, 1949, in the Fiji Club and closed the annual Winter Formal. Among the guests were Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa Phi. The Phi Tau Chi was the winner of the annual Winter Formal. Among the guests were Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa Phi.

Waiting For Santa Claus

An annual event of the Phi Beta Pi house is the Christmas party at which the active members entertain the "clown" children. All are invited to the front of the Christmas tree waiting for Santa to give the children a ride on the horse and to receive their gifts. The children are entertained by the Phi Beta Pi house guests. Mrs. Paul Nevin is present on Sunday. Sunday evening guests were Jane Cooker, Robert E. Sweeney, Secretary, Student Senate, Lewiston, and Mrs. and Mr. U. H. Madsen of Boise.

Vigorous George given a Christ- mas Fantasy Sunday night. The dinner dance was held Friday evening, December 17, 1949, at the Fiji Club and closed the annual Winter Formal. Among the guests were Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa Phi. The Phi Tau Chi was the winner of the annual Winter Formal. Among the guests were Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa Phi.

Gusse for Thursday dinner guests were Robert P. S. Pease and Ann Elizabeth Smith, Albany, Oregon. Father Christmas arrived at 6:00 p.m. on Christmas Eve, and the Phi Kappa Phi was the winner of the annual Winter Formal. Among the guests were Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa Phi. The Phi Tau Chi was the winner of the annual Winter Formal. Among the guests were Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa Phi.
Vandal Winter Activities Take Spotlight As Christmas Nears

Snow and the snow chains and4 Frankie helps the campus initiatives. A familiar scene on cold winter mornings is the student drivers struggling with he and chains to get the旗下 morning.

The university custodial staff have considerable snow work avoiding them when they report for work on winter mornings. Two or four are sometimes removed by them each winter to keep the sidewalks and entrances to classrooms and dormitories.

Christmas tree piles much popularity when for Poles or VandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVandalVanda